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§ 1. Introduction 

A few years ago there appeared several interesting attempts [1-4] to 
apply some group theoretical point of view to the explicit integration of 
the Toda lattice. In this direction, however, no result seems to have been 
established for the infinite lattice without free ends or any periodicity. 

This paper presents an algebraic approach toward the integration of 
the infinite Toda lattice which, in general, does not fall into the cases dis
cussed in [1-4]. As a result, the initial value problem for the Toda lattice 
hierarchy [5] is explicitly solved. 

To set up the initial value problem, let us briefly review the Toda 
lattice hierarchy [5]: 

Let x=(xb xz, ... ) and Y=(Yb Yz, ... ) be independent variables with 
infinite many components, and L, M matrices of size ZXZ (Z denotes the 
totality of integers) of the form 

(1.1) L=(bj_i(i, X, Y))iJeZ, bj =0 U> 1), b l = 1, 

M = (cj_;(i, X, Y))ijEZ, cj =0 U< -1), C_ I *0. 

bj and cJ serve as the unknown functions of the nonlinear differential equa
tions describing the Toda lattice hierarchy. Auxiliary matrices B,,, C", fj 
= 1, 2, .. " are introduced by 

(1.2) 

where the symbols (A)± denote for a matrix A=(aiJ)iJEZ of size ZXZ 
the triangular matrices (aijYl-i)iJEZ, respectively, with Ys+=O (s<O), =1 
(s>O), Ys-=l (s<O), =0 (s>O). 

The Toda lattice hierarchy is defined by the system of the Lax type 

(1.3) a"'I'L=[B", L], av"L=[C", M], 

a",,,M=[B,,, M], aVI'M=[C", M], fj=1,2,···, 
-------
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or, equivalently, by the system of the Zakharov-Shabat type 

(104) ax.BI'-axI'B.+[BI" B.]=O, 

all.BI'-axI'C.+[BI" C.]=O, 

all.cl'-ayI'C.+[CI" C.]=O, 

p, v = 1, 2, .. " 

where aXI'=a/axl" aYI'=a/ayl" The third equation in (104) with p=v= 1 
corresponds to the original (two dimensional) Toda lattice 

(104) a a u(s)=eU(S)-U(8-1)_eU(8+1)-U(8) 
Xl 111 ' 

with the parametrization Bl = (Oi,J-l)iJEZ + (ax, U(i)Oi,J)iJEZ, C1 = 
(eU(i)-U(i-l)Oi,J+l)iJEZ' Here we abbreviated u(s, x, y) to u(s). 

Hereafter we shall consider the initial value problem for this hier
archy, i.e. the problem of solving (1.3) and (104) under the initial conditions 

(1.6) 

The initial values Lo and Mo are constant matrices of size ZXZ, and of 
course they are assumed to take the same form as Land M. Note that 
the initial values of BI' and CI' are determined by (1.6) and (1.2). 

Our main theorems, which will be stated in Section 2, show that once 
the problem is interpreted in the general machinery of the linearization 
and the 7: function, an explicit description of the solution in terms of the 
initial values can be immediately obtained. The corresponding 7: function 
isshown to have a remarkable structure closely related to the 7: functions 
of the KP hierarchy [6-8]. 

In order to establish these results we shall proceed as follows, inspired 
by the argument of [6, 7]: In Section 3, we shall investigate a finite lattice 
model, which plays an important role in Section 4 in constructing the 
solution to the original Toda lattice hierarchy. It should be noticed that 
a parametrization of this model is obtained by factorizing a matrix of finite 
size into the product of a lower triangular matrix and an upper triangular 
one. Such an idea was also used in [1-4] in some more complicated 
framework. In Section 4 the proof of our main theorems is completed. 
First a series of finite lattice models related to the initial values is intro
duced. Then the solution to the original initial value problem is achieved 
by a "limit" of these finite lattice models. Using the 7: functions, we can 
visualize that passage from the finite lattices to the infinite one. 

In Section 5 supplementary remarks are added. 

The author expresses his thanks to Professors M. Sato and H. 
Komatsu for their hearty care and valuable suggestions. He also thanks 
Doctor K. Ueno for fruitful discussions. 
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§ 2. Main results 

In this section the main theorems are stated. We need some prepa
rations to give their precise statements. 

Let us begin with a brief review of the linearization and the 7: func
tion of the Toda lattice hierarchy [5]: 

Let us consider the following linear system for unknown matrices 
We=) and weD). 

(2.2) 

where A~ denotes the p-th shift matrix, A~=(Oi,j-P)ijEZ' and We=) and 
weD) are assumed to have the form 

(2.3) w e=) = (w;:'W, x, Y))iJEZ, 

WA eO) ( A eO) (. )) = W j _ i 1, X, Y ijEZ, 

wj=)=o (j<0), wa=)=l, 
wjD) =0 (j<0), waD):;t=o. 

The linearization is achieved by (2.1) and (2.2) in the following sense: If 
(1.3) and (1.4) are fulfilled there exist some solutions We=) and weD) of 
(2.1) and (2.1) as in (2.3), and they are unique up to the arbitrariness 
WA e=)-+we=) '\'= I"A-n weD)-+w eD) '\'= g An wI'th I" gEe 1"-1 L.Jn=OJn, L_w=O n In' n ,Jo-, 
gD:;t=O. Conversely, if some matrices We=)and weD) of the form like (2.3) 
solve (2.1) and (2.2) for certain matrices L, M, B~ and Cp , then (1.3) and 
(1.4) are fulfilled. 

Note that We=) and weD) are invertible, so that L, M, Bp and Cp are 
recovered from We=) and weD) by algebraic equations (2.1) and (1.2). 
Also note that if we introduce 

(2.4) We=) = We=) exp f; xpAp, 
p=l 

weD) = weD) exp f; YpA-p, 
p~l 

(2.2) is rewritten into the system 

(2.5) oXpW=BpW, oypW=CpW, W= we=), weDl, p=1,2, .. ·. 

The 7: function 7:(s, x, y) is consistently, and uniquely up to constant 
multipliers, introduced by the equations 

wj=)(S, x, y)=pi -8x )7:(s, x, Y)/7:(s, x, Y), j=O, 1, .. " 

(2.6) wjD)(S, x, y)=p/-8y)7:(s+ 1, x, Y)/7:(s, x, Y), j=O, 1, .. " 

8x = (ax" ox./2, ox./3, ... ), 8y=(oy" oyz/2, OY3/3, ... ), 
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where Pi' j=O, 1,2, .. " are the polynomials defined by 

= = 
(2.7) exp L: x,,}.p = L: pix)}.J (cf. [6, 7]). 

p~l j~O 

These polynomials will later play an important role in the expression of the 
solution to the initial value problem. 

The general framework stated above implies that the initial value 
problem can be converted into the problem of solving (2.2)-though it 
should be noted that not only W(OO) and W(O) but also Bp and C p are un
known here to be determined together with the former-under the initial 
conditions 

(2.8) 

where A (oo) and A (0) are constant triangular matrices of the form 

(2.9) A(oo) = (a;j))iJEZ, a;j)=O (i<j), a;.;") = I, 
A (0) = (amii EZ, ag)=O U>j), a;~)=FO, 

and connected with Lo and Mo by 

(2.10) LoA (oo) = A (oo) A, MoA (0) = A (0) A -I. 

Note that for any initial values Lo and Mo we can find such matrices 
A (oo) and A (0), solving linear algebraic equations. A (oo) and A (0) are then 
unique up to the arbitrariness A(oo)---+A(oo) L::~ofnA-n, A(O)---+A(O) L::~ognAn 
Um gn E C,/o= 1, go=FO), which exactly corresponds to that of W(OO) and 
W(O) mentioned before. 

Our main theorems show how A(=) and A(O) explicitly parametrize the 
corresponding solution of the initial value problem. In order to state 
them we must prepare some more notations: 

A Young diagram can be indicated by a sequence of strictly increas
ing integers as explained in [6]. Modifying it slightly, let us use a sequence 
(lm,lm+b •• ·,1'_1) (m <s, m < 1m < Im+1 < ... < I.-I) to indicate the pair 
(Ys) of a iYoung diagram Y with signature (l._I-s+l, 1._2-s+2, "', 
Im-m) and an integer s (s>m) (cf. Fig. 1). 

I 
depth 

L ___ ---r-----------.JI 
Fig. 1. 

I 
I 

l.-l-S+ 1 
1._2-s+2 
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Notice that two sequences (1m, ... , IS-I) and (1m" ... , Is-I) with m' <m, 
Im,=m', Im'+I=m'+l, ... , and Im_l=m-1 indicate the same pair (Ys). 
Hereafter we shall obey this convention. 

The character polynomial (the Schur function) Xy (cf. [7, 8]) is defined, 
for (Ys)=(/m, ... , Is-I), by the formula 

(2.11) 

which is independent of s, and only depends on Y. Furthermore, let us 
choose a sequence (a;)iEZ, ai=FO, such that 

(2.12) for any i E Z, 

and define, for the triplet A =(A(oo), A(O), (a i )) and the pairs (Ys)=(/m, ... , 
I.-I) and (Y's)=(l~, ... ,/:_1), the quantity A(ys)(Y's) by 

(2.13) ( 
n-l ) • -(00) (0) 

A (y.)(y's) = 11m am det 2: a1i,kak,lj .. ' 
-m,n_oo k=m ~J=m"'8-1 

where (ili) denotes the (i,j) component of A(OO)-\ and (1m,·· ·,Is-I), 
(/:n, ... , 1~_I) indicate (Ys), (Y's), respectively, according to the convention 
mentioned above as m decreases. The right hand side of (2.13) is a stable 
limit in the sense that am det ( ... ) is independent of m and n when - m 
and n are sufficiently large (cf. Proposition 4.1). 

Now we can state 

Theorem 1. The -r function of the solution to the initial value problem 
is given by 

(2.14) -res, x, y)= 2: Xy(x)XY' ( - y)A(ys)(Y's), 
Y,Y' 

which does not identically vanish (e.g. -res, 0, O)=a.). Namely, the matrices 
L, M, Bp and M p , defined by (1.2), (2.1), (2.3), (2.6) and (2.14), solve the 
Toda lattice hierarchy under initial conditions (1.6). Here 2:y,y, stands for 
the summation over all pairs of Young diagrams Yand Y'. 

(2.14) I l (2.6) 
• T(S, X, y) f-----o-

Fig. 2. The scheme solving the initial value problem. 
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The infinite series in (2.14) can be dealt with in the "formal" sense, 
i.e. in the ring C[[x, y]] of formal series of weighted homogeneous poly
nomials in (x, y) (cf. § 5, paragraph 3). On the other hand it is also pos
sible to discuss its "analytic" justification: 

Theorem 2. Suppose that there are constants C, a and b such that 

(2.15) 

where A(oo)-l=(ilij)iJEZ and A(O) = (ag)iJEZ. Then the right hand side of 
(2.14) converges absolutely (with a certain uniformity-cf Proposition 4.2) 
in the domain 

(2.16) 
lim I Xn 11/ n • lim I y n 11/ n < 1}. 
n_oo n __ co 

Thus res, x, y) is a holomorphic function in domain (2.16) in the sense 
of Section 5, paragraph 3. 

The periodic cases are characterized as follows: 

Theorem 3. Under the conditions [A(OO), AI] = [A(°l, AI]=O the cor
responding solution describes an I periodic Toda lattice. More precisely; 
there exists a constant a ( '* 0) such that 

(2.17) 

r(s+l, x, y)=ar(s, x, y), 

bis+l, x, y)=b/s, x, y), 

cis + I, x, y)=c/s, x, y) for any j, s E Z, 

These theorems present us a complete description of the solution to 
the initial value problem for the Toda lattice hierarchy. 

It is remarkable that the structure of res, x, y) is very similar to that 
of the r function of the KP hierarchy [6-8]. In fact, if we regard res, x, y) 
as a function of only x (or y), (2.14) coincides essentially with the de
scription ofthe r function of the KP hierarchy presented in [6, 7]. Further
more, as will be pointed out in Section 5, paragraph 1, res, x, y) has in itself 
the structure of the r function of the "two component" KP hierarchy [6-8]. 

The proof of Theorems 1-3 will be completed in Section 4. 

§ 3. Finite lattice model 

In this section a class of finite lattice model is introduced and investi
gated as an analogue of the Toda lattice hierarchy mentioned in Section 1. 
In this model the matrices L, M, B", C" etc .... of size Zx Z are replaced 
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by the corresponding matrices of finite size whose rows and columns are 
indexed by a sequence of integers m, m + 1, ... , n -1 with m < n. This. 
model will play an essential role in Section 4. 

As we shall see later, compared with the usual finite, nonperiodic 
Toda lattice whose corresponding objects of the 1: functions are certain 
linear combinations of exponential functions (cf. [1-3]), our model appears. 
to be more "degenerate" in the sense that its 1: functions are polynomials. 
in the independent variables x=(x1, X2, ... ) and Y=(Yb Y2, ... ). 

Let us begin with the following "factorization" problem for a matrix 
A=(aiJ)ij=m ... n-1 with det (aij)iJ=m ... 8- J7i:O for m<s<n, i.e. the problem 
of finding some matrices W(~) and W(O) such that 

(3.1) weD) = W(~) A, 

where W(~) and weD) are assumed to have the form 

W(~) = W(~) exp ~ x A[p L.J p mn), 
1'=1 

(3.2) W~ (~)-(~(~)(. » 
- W i _ j 1, x, Y ij=m ... n-I, 

W~ (0) -( ~(O) (. » 
- W j - i 1, x, Y ij=m ... n-b 

WeD) = weD) exp ~ Y tAp L..J I' [mn), 
1'=1 

wj~)=O U<O), wa~)=I, 

wjO)=O U<O), waO) *0, 

Remark. For simplicity of notations the same notations, W(~>, W(°l, 
etc., as those used in Section 2 are used here. In Section 4 we shall change 
the notations to distinguish them from those used in Section 1 and Section 
2. 

(3.1) is explicitly solved as follows. 

Proposition 3.1. W(~) and weD) are uniquely determined, and given by 
the formulas 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where we set 

(- )k det (ai/X, Y»i=m ... S-"k ... S 
wioo ) (S, x, y) = _______ ---'J'---·=_m_ •• _.S_-_l_ 

det (aij(x, Y»ij=m ... S-1 

det (ait<x, Y»i=m ... s 
WiD) (s, x, y) = __ -:-----:-_-"-j,-="'-m_ •• • -=-8--,1=, S,-,-+c:.-k 

det (aij(x, Y»ij=m ... 8-1 

(3.5) (ailx, Y»ij=m ...• _I=exp [tl XpAtmn)]A exp [-tl y/Atmn)]. 

and s.2.k in (3.3) is used to show that s-k is removed from the indices of 
rows in the determinant. 
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Remark. ailx, y), i,j=m, .. " n - 1, are polynomials, since A[mn) 
and tA[mn) are nilpotent. Furthermore the assumption det (aiJ)iJ-m ... S-l 
*0 for m<s<n implies that det (allx, y»iJ-m".s-l does not identically 
vanish for m<s-:;;'n. Thus (3.3) and (3.4) make sense. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Equation (3.1) implies 

(3.6) (lV~'::~(S), W~'::~_l(S), .. " wa=)(s»(aij(x, Y»i~m ... s =0, 
j=m···s-l 

(3.7) 
(lVaO)(s), wiO)(s), .. " w~o2s+l(s» 

=(w~'::~(s), MI~'::~_l(S), .. " wt)(s»(al/x, Y»i~m ... s 
j=s· .. n-l 

Here we used the simplified notations wi,=)(s) and wi,°)(s) for wi,=)(s, x, y) 
and wi,°l(s, x, y). Since we assumed the condition wa=) = 1, Cramer's for
mula and (3.6) immediately lead us to (3.3). 

Then by virtue of (3.3) and (3.7) we have 

A (O)(s) = s~ (-)p det (ailx, Y»i,-m ... s"-p",s as-p,s+k(x, y) 
W k L..J J =m···s-l 

p~O 

det (ailx, Y»iJ~m ... s-l 

det (ailx, Y»i~m ... s 
j=m· .. s....:.l,8+k 

det (ailx, Y»iJ~m ... s-l 

This is nothing but (3.4). 

Our finite lattice model is derived as follows. 

Proposition 3.2. Set 

(3.8) L= W(=)Acmn) W(=)-t, M= W(O) tAcmn) W(O)-l, 

(3.9) Bp=(U)+, Cp=(MP)_, fJ-= 1,2, .. " 

Q.E.D. 

where the symbols ( )± denote the same operations as those used for ZXZ 
matrices except that in the present case the indices of the rows and columns 
are restricted to the integers m, m + 1, .. " n -1. Then we have the follow
ing analogues of the Lax type system, the Zakharov-Shabat type system 
and the linearization (cf. (1.3), (1.4), (2.2». 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

aXpL=[Bp, L], aypL=[Cp, L], 

axpM=[Bp, M], aypM=[Cp, M], fJ-=1,2, .. ·, 

ax,Bp-axpB.+[Bp, B.]=O, ay,Cp-aypc.+[Cp, C.]=O, 

ay.Bp-axpC.+[Bp, C,]=O, fJ-,].J= 1,2, .. " 
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(3.12) 

Remark. We used also here, for simplicity of notations, the same 
notations L, M, etc. as those used in Section 1 and Section 2, though of 
course they denote different objects. 

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Notice, at first, that (3.1) implies 

Then, by virtue of (3.2), we have 

a W(~). W(~)-I+W(~)A!:' W(~)-I=a W(O). W(fr)-I 
:ep Lm?1-) 3:p , 

a W(O). W(O)-I+W(O) tAp W(O)-I=a W(~). W(~)-I 
~ [~~. 

(3.13) 

Furthermore (3.2) implies 

(a W(~). W(~)-I) =0 
Xp + , (a W(n). W(O)-I) =a W(O). W(O)-I 

:ep + Xp , 

(a W(O). W(O)-I) =0 
Vp -, 

(a· W(~). WH-I) =a W(~). W(~)-I 
1/1' - 'VI' . 

Hence (3.13) leads us to 

(3.14) 
BI'=(V)+ =axpW(O). W(O)-I, 

CI'=(MI')_ =a'VI'W(~), W(~)-1. 

(3.12) is an immediate consequence of (3.13) and (3.14). Also some 
simple calculation leads us to (3.10). For example, 

a L=a W(~)·Ap W(~)-I-W(~)Ap W(~)-I·a W(~).W(~)-I 
XI' XI' [mn) [mn) XI' 

-[B -W(~)Ap W(~)-I W(~)A W(~)-I] 
- I' [mn) , [mn) 

= [BI" L]. 

The other equalities in (3.10) can be similarly verified. 
Differentiating (3.12) and comparing the cross-derivatives a xi x. W(~) 

=ax.axpw(~), etc., we have 

(ax.BI'-a"'I'B.+[BI" B.])W(~)=O, etc. 

Since W(~) and W(O) are invertible matrices for the generic values of (x, y) 
(cf. (3.2)-(3.4)), (3.11) follows. Q.E.D. 

As an analogue of the initial value problem we have 

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the matrix A is factorized as follows: 
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A=A(oo)-lA(°l, 

(3.15) A(OO)=(ai:nij~m ... n_l' ai}°)=O (i<j), aii)=l, 

A(O)=(amij~m ... n_l' ai~)=O (i>j), ai~)*O. 

Then W(oo) and W(O) satisfy the initial conditions 

(3.16) W (oo) I =A(oo) 
x=y=o , 

Proof (3.1) implies 

W (oo) I A(=)-l= W(O) I A(O)-l 
x=y=o x=y=o· 

Notice that the left hand side is a lower triangular matrix with the diago
nal part = 1, while the right hand side is upper triangular. Hence we 
conclude that both hand sides coinside with the unit matrix. Q.E.D. 

An analogue of the T function is derived as follows. 

Proposition 3.4. The function 

(3.17) 

satisfies the equations 

(3.18) )1:{oo)(s, x, Y)=Pk( -ax)T(S, x, Y)/T(S, x, Y), k=O, 1, ... , 

wic°)(s, x, Y)=Pk( -ay)T(S+ 1, x, Y)/T(S, x, Y), k=O, 1, ... , 

where ax and ay are the same as those in (2.6). 

Proof Since 

equations (3.18) are equivalent to 

s-m 
L:: wicoo)(s, x, y)2 k = T(S, x-s(2), Y)/T(S, x, Y), 

(3.19) k~O 

n-l-s 

L:: )v1°)(s, x, y)2k =T(S+ 1, x, Y-S(2»/T(S, x, y). 
k~O 

Let us prove (3.19) instead of (3.18). 
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We have the following formulas 

exp. [ - tl .A/' Atmn) /,u] = 1-AA[mn), 

exp [tl AI' tAtmn)/,u] =(l-A tA[mn)-1 

=1+A tA[mn)+ ... +(AtA[mn)n-m-l, 

which imply 

(3.20) n-l-j 

ai,lx, y-.s(A» = .L; at,j+k(x, y)A~. 
k=O 

149 

Furthermore, in order to calculate the right hand side of (3.19), we shall 
use the following formula of linear algebra [9]. 

(3.21) 

By virtue of (3.20) and (3.21), 

[[
1 -A 1 1 

<(s, x - «1), y) ~ de< '. .~:. '':'1 J [a,,(x, Y)l~:::.:::_, j 

'-m 
= L; det 

k=O 

s-m 

~s-m+l~ 

1 -A 

-A 
1 

-A 
1 . 

1 -A 
~s-m+k-+ ~ k ~ 

=.L; (_)k det (allx, y»i=m ...• ~k •••• Ak. 
k=O j=m···.-l 
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Similarly, 

r(s+ 1, x, y-c(;(» = det [aiix, Y)]i~m ... s 
j=m···n-l 

n-s-l 

1 

,"-m -, ... ,"-'-' J 
+--s - m + 1-----+ 

= I: det (alix, Y»i~m ... s det (;(i-j)i~m",s_l,S+k 
k=O j=m ••• s-l, s+k j=m ... s 

n-s-l 

= I: det (aiix, Y»i~m ... s ;(k. 
k=O j=m···s-l, s+k 

A comparison with (3.3) and (3.4) leads us to (3.18). Q.E.D. 

res, x, y) has another expression: 

Using the formulas 

exp [tl xpAtmn)] = to plx)A{mn) =(pj-;(X»ij~m ... n-1> 

exp [-tl y/Atmn )] = to pi -y) tA{mn) =(Pi-i -Y»ij~m ... n-1> 

we can rewrite (3.17) into 

(3.22) ( 
n-l ) 

res, x, y)= det I: Pk-i(x)ak1Pl-j( -y) ij~m ... s-l' 
k,l=m 

Applying (3.21) to this formula repeatedly, we obtain 

(3.23) res, x, y)= I: Xy(x)X y,( -y)A(ys)(Y's), 
y,y'e !=! s-m 

n-s 

where CJs-m denotes the rectangular Young diagram of size (s-m)x 
n-s 

(n-s), 

(3.24) 
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and the summation is taken over all the pairs (Y, Y') with Y, Y' c 

n-s 

In the case when A is factorized as in (3.15), formula (3.21) is once 
more applied to yield 

(3.25) A - '" (AC=)-l) . ACO) CYs)(Y'.) - L.J Cy')Cy"s) Cy"s)(y'.), 
y"Cy,y' 

where the symbols A~~".)(y") etc. are used in the same sense as in (3.24), 
and the relations Y" c Y, Y' are understood to show the natural inclusion 
as geometric objects on the plane. Note that (3.15) implies 

(3.26) (AC=)-l)CYs)(Y",) =0 unless Y"c Y, 

A~~".)(y")=O unless Y"c Y'. 

It should be noticed that formulas (3.22) and (3.23) reveal a remark
able structure of 7:(s, x, y), which is closely related with that of the poly
nomial 7: functions of the KP hierarchy. It will be shown later in Section 
5 that 7:(s, x, y) has also the structure of the 7: function of the two com
ponent KP hierarchy [6-8]. 

Formulas (3.22)-(3.25) will play an essential role in the discussion 
of the next section. The content of this section, however, seems to provide 
in itself some interesting problems independent of the main purpose of the 
present paper. 

§ 4. Approach to the infinite lattice 

In this section the proof of Theorems 1-3 is completed. We shall 
proceed as follows: 

We shall first introduce a series of finite lattice models, each of which 
corresponds to a pair of integers m, n with m<n and a matrix A[mn) of 
size (n-m)x(n-m) related to the initial values AC=) and A CO) given in 
Section 2. At each (m, n) stage, (3.17) defines the corresponding 7: function 
with A=A[mn). Its limit, as -m, n-+oo, might not make sense in itself. 
If, however, the 7: function at the (m, n) stage is multiplied by the factor 
am, we can establish its limit as -m, n-+ 00 so that (2.14) is obtained. 
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.6) are then immediately verified. The convergence of 
the infinite series in (2.14) is proved by making use of Hadamard's ine
quality which was also effectively used in the estimate of convergence of 
the 7: function of the KP hierarchy [7]. The characterization of the periodic 
cases follows immediately from the construction. 

To begin with, let us introduce a series of finite lattice models: 
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S th t A (=) «=» A(=)-1 (-(=» A(O) «0» d uppose a = aij ijEZ, = aij ijEZ, = aij iJEZ an 
(ai)iEZ are given as in Section 2. Let us set 

(4.1) m<n, 

and consider the "factorization problem" (3.1) for A[mn), i.e. the problem 
of finding some matrices wt;;;~) and Wt~n) such that 

(4.2) 

where Wt;:'~) and Wt~n) are assumed to have the same form as (3.2), i.e. 

(4.3) 

W(O) - WA (0) ~ tAp [mn) - [mn) exp L...J YP [mn), 

W(=) _( A(=) (. » [mn) - W[mn)i-j I, X, Y iJ=m ... n-b 
W(O) _( A(O) (. » [mn) - w[mn)j-i I, X, Y ij=m ... n-b 

1'=1 

Wt;:'~)j=O U<O), Wt;:'~)o= 1, 

Wt~n)j=O U<O), Wt~n)o*O. 

As we have seen in Section 3, Wt;:'~) and Wt~n) are uniquely determined, 
and all the results of Section 3 follow. 

Let us denote by L[mn), M[mn), B[mn)p, C[mn)p, t'[mn)(s, X, y) the cor
responding objects of L, M, B,J) Cp , t'(s, X, y) for A[mn) so that we can 
dearly distinguish the finite lattice models we are working with from the 
hierarchy for the infinite Toda lattice. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Thus we have 

t'[mn)(S, X, y)= L: Xy(x)X y , ( -y)A[mn)(Y8)(Y'8)' 
Y,Y'cC!s-m n-s 

A[mn)(Y8)(Y' 8) = det C~ ai~) a~~~) ij=m ... s-1 

= L: det (i1iit~)ij=m ... s-l det (ai?)lj)ij=m ... 8-b 
m::;;;l~ < ... <l~'_l<n 1. 

with (YS) = (/m, ... , 18- 1), (Y's)=(/~, ... , 1~_1). 
Our first step toward the infinite lattice is 

Proposition 4.1. amA[mn)(Ys)(Y") is independent of m and n as far as 
Y, Y'c Ds-m. 

n-s 

Proof Recall that two sequences (1m, .. . ,1._1) and (1m" ... , IS-I), 
with m'<m, Im,=m', ... , Im_1=m-l, indicate the same pair (Ys) of a 
Young diagram Y and an integer s, as we noticed in Section 2. Let us 
utilize the convention noticed there, in: order to prove Proposition 4.1. 

Suppose Y, Y' c D .-m, m' <m and n'>n. By virtue of (2.9) and 
n-s 

(2.12), 
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aij)=aij)=O for i<j, aii)=aii)= 1, 

ai~)=O for i>j, ai~)=ai+l/ai' 

Hence we have 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

1 

* . 
det (al~7j)ij=m""8-1 =det _* __ 1_1 

* * 
* * 

-d t (-(~» - e al,li ij=m ... s-b 

a~~,m' * * 

o 

o 

= (am/am') det (aWl)ij=m ... s-b 

* 

* 
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* 
* 

where, according to the remark mentioned above, we prolonged the 
sequences (1m, "',ls_l) etc.··· into (1m" "',ls_l) etc .... with Im,= 
m', "', lm_l=m-l, l'r,.,=m', "', 1'r,._I=m-l and I':",=m', ",,1':,,_1= 
m-1. (4.6) and (4.7), compared with (4.5), imply am,ACm'n')(Ys)(Y's)= 
amAcmn)(ys)(Y's)' This proves proposition 4.1. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 4.1 shows that A (Ys)(y' .) is well defined by (2.13). Further
more (4.4) yields 

(4.8) am!"Cmn)(s, x, y)= L: Xy(x)X y,( -y)A(ys)(Y's)' 
Y,Y'cl=ls-m n-8 

Note that the right hand side is a partial sum of that of (2.14) whose terms 
are exhausted by these partial sums as - m, n~ 00. Thus 

(4.9) !"(s, x, y)= lim am!"Cmn)(s, x, y). 
-m,n--+ oo 

The limit in (4.9) makes sense in the ring C[x, y] (cf. Section 5, 
paragraph 3). This is a "formal" justification of the series in (2.14). Its 
"analytic" justification is given by 

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that inequalities (2.15) are fulfilled. Then, 
for any positive constants a', b', CI and C2 with 
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(4.10) a'>a, b'>b and a'b'>I, 

the right hand side of (2.14) converges absolutely and uniformly in the domain 

Proof The right hand side of (2.14) may be rearranged with respect 
to the depth (cf. Fig. 1) of Yand Y' as follows: 

s 

-res, x, y)= L:: L::(1) det (pzi-iX))ij~m ... s-l det (Pz<-/ -Y))i1~m, ...• -1 
m,m'=-oo t 

(4.12) 

± _~ ___ 1 ___ -,_ L::(2) det (Pli-/X))'j~m ... s-l 
m,m'~-= (s-m)! (s-m)! 

where m=min (m, m'), n=max (/s-" 1~_1)' li=i (m<i<m), li=i (m< i < 
m'), and L::(l), L::(2) denote the summation over the totality of integers 1m , 

... , IS - l and I'm" ... , 1~_1 with 

L::(I): m<lm < ... <Is-I, m' <I'm,< . .. </;_1, 

L::(2): m<I, (m<i<s), li=l=lj (i=l=j), m' <Ii (m'<i<s), Ii =1= I; (i=l=j), 

respectively. 
In order to estimate the determinants in (4.12), we shall use 

Hadamard's inequality [9], which asserts that, if a matrix (gij)ij~l ... P satis
fies, for some constants ri , Si (i= 1· . . p) and K, the inequalities 

(4.13) i,j=l, .. . ,p, 

we have 

(4.14) 

Let us proceed to the proof that (4.12) actually converges in (4.11). 
F or some technical reasons we must choose here some positive constants 
a" a2, hI and h2 with 

(4.15) a'>a2>a1>a, b'>b2>b1>b and albl> 1. 

det (L::~:kai~) a~mij~m ... s-l can be estimated as follows: 
J 

Formula (3.21), applied to this determinant, yields 
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det "a-(oo) a (0) 
LJ !Ik kl' 

(
fl-I ) 

k=m J ij=m".8-1 

- "(3) d t (-(00» d t ( (0) ) - L.J e alil'! l,j=m".s-l e al'I'LI l.j=m,'.'B-l , . J 

= ,,(4) 1 d t (-(00» d t ( (0) ) 
LJ ( _)' e alllJ" i}=m"'8-1 e al~'l' i}=m .... -I> 

s-m. • J 
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where L; (3) and L; (4) denotes the summation over the totality of integers 
I';;., •. " I~_I with 

L;(3); m<I';;. < ... <l~_l> 
L;(4); m</~ (m<i<s), I; =Fl; (i=l= j), 

respectively. By virtue of (2.9), (2.15) and (4.15) we have 

laij)I<Caf-J, lai~)I<Cb{-\ lail<C for i,je Z, 

(we may also suppose C> 1), so that Hadamard's inequality implies 

(4.17) 

where 

(4.18) 

Idet (a(oo» _ l<cs-m(s_m)(·-m)/2a IYl - 1Y"1 
lil'} iJ=m ••• s-l _ 1, 

Idet (a(O». _ I<C·-m(s-m)(·-m)/2b IY'I-IY"1 
lilj ~J=m···8-1 _ 1, 

8-1 8-1 8-1 

I YI= L; (li-i), I Y'I= L; (l~-i), I Y"I= L; (I;'-i). 
i=m i=m i=m 

Thus, using a rough estimate for p!, 

(4.19) pP/2<C{p!, p=o, 1,2, .... 

(Co is a constant with Co> 1), and noting the inequalities s-m<2s-m
m', C021, C> 1 and albl> 1, we have 

(4.20) 

det (Pld(x»ii=m"'8-1 and det (p!i-i - Y»ii=m' ...• -I can be estimated 
as follows: 

If (x, y) is in domain (4.11), exp (L;;=I XpAP) and exp (-L;;=I YpAP) 
are holomorphic functions of A in {IAI<a'} and {IAI<b'}, respectively. 
pix) and Pk( - y) are recovered by 
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pix) = f IAI~a2 exp (tl Xw.1P)A- k
-

ldA/(2rr-l=1), 

Pk( -y) = f exp (-f; YpAP)A-k_1dA/(2rr-!=1) J IAI ~b2 p~l 
(cf. (2.7». 

Hence we can show that there are some constants C3 and C4 such that, if 
(x, y) is in domain (4.11), 

(4.21) 

Then, applying Hadamard's inequality once more, we have 

(4.22) 

I det (Pli-lx»ij~m,,,s-ll~ q-m(s_m)<s-m)/2a:;I Y I, 

Idet (P1i-i - Y»ij~m' ... '-ll< q-m'(s_m,)<,-m')/2b:;IY'I, 

for any (x, y) in domain (4.11). 

Now, let us go back to (4.12). 

By virtue of (4.19) and (4.22) the right hand side of (4.12) has a con
vergent "majorant" series as follows: 

[The r.h.s. of (4.12)] 

(4.23) 

s 
<f"C .z::; (s_m)-(S-m)/2(s_m')-(S-m')/2q-mc~-m' 

m,m'=-co 

for any (x, y) in domain (4.11), 

where we set C5=C2C3Q(1-al/aZ)-1(1-1/(albl»-\ C6 =C2C4Q(1-
b1/b2)-1'(1-1/(a1b1»-\ and the symbol <f" denotes the "majorant" rela
tion, i.e . .z::;;",m'~-~ gm,m' <f" .z::;;",m'~-oo hm,m' means, by definition, Igm,m' I~ 
hm,m' for any m, m'=s, s-l, s-2, .... 

The last series in (4.23) converges for any values of C5 and C6• This 
proves Proposition 4.2. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 4.2 provides a detailed formulation of Theorem 2. Thus 
the proof of Theorem 2 has been completed, and the passage from the 
finite lattice models to the infinite lattice has been accomplished at least 
a(the level of the 'r functions. 

Once that passage is achieved for the 'r functions, the derivation of 
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(1.3), (1.4) and (2.2) is a simple (but a little tedious) argument: Let us 
define L, M, B1" Cp , W(~) and W(O) by (1.2), (2.1), (2.3) and (2.6), using 
,,(s, x, y) defined by (2.14). 

First, we notice 

Proposition 4.3. The matrices, W[(;;;:~), W8~in)' L[mn), M[mn), B[mn)p and 
C[mn)p converge "component-wise", as ":""m, n-HXJ, to the matrices W(~), 
W(O), L, M,Bp and Cp, respectively, where the components of the former are 
supposed to be arrayed in the corresponding places of the indices of rows and 
columns in ZXZ. 

Proof The components of W[C;;;:~) and W[(::in) are expressed by formula 
(3.18) with "="[mn)' If we consider an index fixed in ZXZ, the corres
ponding components have, for all sufficiently large values of -m and n, 
common expressions in which the dependence on (m, n) comes only from 
"[mn)(s, X, y). Hence they converge, as -m, n--+oo, to the corresponding 
expressions of the components of W(~) and W(O) in terms of ,,(s, x, y). 
Thus the convergence of W[(;;;:~) and Wr::in) has been verified. 

The convergence of their inverse matrices is an immediate conse
quence. For example, if -m and n are sufficiently large, (4.3), (2.3) and 
Cramer's formula yield 

[ 
(wf;:'~)p-q(p, X, y))P=j ... i -1] 

[The (i,j) component of W[C;;;:~)l]=det. q=j ... i, 
(Oi,q}q=j ... i 

~ [ (w1~~(p, x, y))p=.t ... i -1 ] 
[the (i,j) component of W(~)-l]=det q=J ... i. 

(Oi,q)q=j ... i 

Hence the former converges to the latter, as -m, n--+oo. The limit of 
Wr::i,;j1 can be dealt with in a similar way. 

Finally, the convergence of the other matrices also follows imme
diately. For example, let us consider L[mn), which is given by 

L - W:(~) A W:(~)-1 
[mn) - [mn) [mn) [mn)' 

The right hand side of this formula converges "component-wise", as -m, 
n--+oo, to W(~) AW(~)-\ which coincides with L. Q.E.D. 

By virtue of Proposition 4.3, we can derive (1.3), (1.4) and (2.2) as 
the limit, as -m, n--+oo, of the corresponding objects (3.10)-(3.12) to the 
finite lattice model with A=A[mn)' 

Furthermore initial conditions (2.8) are satisfied, since Proposition 
3.3 implies . 
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W,(OO) I -( (00)) 
[mn) x=y=o- aij ij=m···n-l, 

W,(O) I - ( (0)) 
[mn) x=y=o- ail ij=m··.n-!· 

Hence (1.6) follows. 
Thus we have proved Theorem 1. 

Let us, finally, prove Theorem 3. 
Under the conditions [A(oo), AI]=O and [A(O), AI]=O, we have 

where a is a constant with a::;i=O. Hence (2.13) and (2.14) imply 

'Z'(s+l, x, y)=a'Z'(s, x, y) for any s E Z. 

Then, noting (1.2), (2.1), (2.3) and (2.6), we conclude that W(OO), W(O), L, 
M, Eft and eft all commute with AI. This proves Theorem 3. 

§ 5. Supplementary remarks 

1. A relation with the two component KP hierarchy. 

The 'Z' function of the Toda lattice hierarchy is closely related with the 
two component KP hierarchy, as pointed out in [5]. In [5] this fact was 
derived through rather indirect arguments. In this paragraph we shall 
describe the relation more concretely, using the expression of the 'Z' func
tions presented in the preceding sections. 

Let us introduce the following matrices consisting of four blocks, 

(5.1) [ 
(f,s)(S))iEZ (f8)(S).)iEZ .. ] [(iiIj))iEZ (iiIj))iEZ ] 

f() ___ -'-l~<s_1 l<-s l<s }<-s 
S = (1'(3)()) (1'(4)( ))----_ .. = (-(0)) -- (-(0)) , 

J il S iEZ J il S iEZ ail i<Z ail iEZ 
l<s l<-s J<s l<-s 

(5.2) m<n, 

where (iifj))ijEZ=A(OO)-! and (iimiJEZ=A(O)-I. f(s) and .f[mn)(s) serve as 
"frames" representing the points of the "two component" version of the 
Grassmann manifold [6]. Their "Pllicker coodinates" are defined, 
according to [6, 7], by 

(5.3) 
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with (Ys)=(/m, "', 18 - 1), (Y's)=(/~no "', C-l), Yc Os-m and Y'c 
n-s 

On-s, and by 
s-m 

(5.4) f(s)y,y,= lim ani[mn)(s)y,y,. 
-m,n ........ oo 

The right hand side of (5.4) makes sense as a stable limit like that of (2.13), 
i.e. an!cmnls)y,y, IS independent of m and 11 as far as Yc 0 s-m and 

n-s 

Y'cO n - s• 
s-m 

Some calculation of linear algebra leads us to 

(5.5) 

where ty' denotes the transposition of Y', e.g. tD=D, tco=B. tB= 
co, tBJ = BJ, etc ... " and the other notations are the same as those in 
Section 4. 

Hence noting the formula 

(5.6) 

we obtain 

(5.7) !"[mn) (s, x, y) = (an/am) 2:;(5) Xy(x)Xy,(y)f[mn)(s)y,y" 

(5.8) !"(s, x, y)= 2:; Xy(x)Xy,(y)f(s)y,y" 
Y,Y' 

where 2:;(5) stands for the summation over the totality of pairs (Y, Y') with 
Yc Os-m and Y'c On-s. The right hand side of these formulas 

n-s s-m 

have the same form as !" functions of the "two component" KP hierarchy 
[6-8]. Thus we conclude that the !" functions of our hierarchy-both 
the finite lattice model and the infinite lattice--have the structure of the !" 
functions of the two component KP hierarchy. 

2. The infinite lattice with a free end. 

If we consider the case when 11= 00 and - 00 <m< 00 for the model 
discussed in Section 3, an infinite lattice model with a free end is derived. 
The machinery of Section 3 works the same way for this model. 

The!" function is then given by the formula 

(5.9) 

where 
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It is remarkable that the determinant in (5.9) has the following 
Wronskian structure with respect to both rows and columns, 

(5.10) 

since we have the formulas 

(5.11) 

which follow immediately from (5.10). Such an expression of the 'r func
tions was already presented in [2], though the main interest of [2] seems to 
be in how to extract the finite Toda lattices from the above infinite lattice. 
It could be said that, in contrast to [2], our main subject throughout the 
discussion in the preceding sections consisted in how to achieve the limit 
of (5.9) as m~ - 00. Actually such a limit was realized by introducing 
the factor am: 

(5.12) 'res, x, y)= lim am'r[moois, x, y). (Cf. (4.9).) 
ffl--OO 

3. Formal power series and holomorphic functions of infinitely 
many independent variables. 

In this paper we have been working with the hierarchy. There ap
peared infinitely many independent variables Xl> x2, ••. , Yl> Y2' ••. , which 
entered into, for example, formula (2.14) of the 'r function. 

There are two frameworks in which such objects are dealt with-the 
"formal" one and the "analytic (or holomorphic)" one. 

The "formal" framework is based on the ring 

(5.13) C[x,y]={ i:; gjlx,y); gJlx,y) = L: g(aPlxayp, g(aPl E c}, 
j,k~O 1I.II~j 

1I~II~k 

of formal series of weighted homogeneous polynomials with weight (xt') = 
(p, 0), weight (Yp) = (0, p). Here we used the multi-index notations 

00 00 

x"=xf1x:·· .. , yP=yflyg •. .. , Ilall= L: pap, 11f311= L: pf3p, 
p~l p~l 

for a = (al> a2, ... ) and f3 = (f3l> f32' ... ) with ap = f3t' = 0 for any sufficiently 
large value of p. The product and the sum of any two series are defined 
by 
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(5.14) 

-res, x, y), defined by (2.14), is an element of C[x, y], since Xy(x) and 
Xy ,( - y) are weighted homogeneous polynomials of weight ([ YI, 0) and 
(0, I Y'I), respectively. 

The "analytic (or holomorphic)" framework is based on the following 
subring of C[x, y], 

(5.15) 
C{x,y}={.t gjk(X,y);gjk(X,y)= ~ g(afi)xayfi, 

J,k~O lIall~J,lIfill~k 

3a>0, 3b>0, 3C>0, Va, Ig(afi)I::;:Ca-liallb-llfill}. 

Any element g(x, y) = .L;j,k gj,k(X, y) of C{x, y} has a convergent 
"majorant" series 

(5.16) 

where C, a and b are some constants depending on g(x, y) as appeared in 
(5.15). Hence g(x, y) converges absolutely and uniformly in the domain 
{(x,y)eCOOXCoo;lxpl<a'p,IYpl<b'P,,u=1,2, ... } for any positive con
stants a' and b' with a' <a and b' <b. Thus g(x, y) defines a function in the 
domain {(x, y) e Coo Xcoo; IxI' I<ap, IYpl<bp,,u= 1,2, ... }, bounded in the 
above subdomain for any a' and b' with a' <a, b' <b, and holomorphic 
with respect to each of xl" yp' ,u= 1, 2, .. " separately. 

Conversely, any function g(x, y) with these properties is identified 
with an element of C{x, y}, i.e. its "Taylor expansion" 

.L; .L; g(afi)xayfi 
j,k~l lIall~j,lIfill~k 

defined by 

(5.17) 

with a;=a;·a;2 ... , a!=a1! a2!···, etc.. Note that the usual Cauchy 
inequality c~n2be used to estimate g(afi ), since the derivative in (5.17) is 
related with only a finite number of variables. 

Thus we have arrived at the concept of holomorphic functions defined 
in a "neighborhood" of the origin of Coo X Coo, where the fundamental 
neighborhood system of the origin is, by definition, given by the domains. 
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{(x, y) E Coo X Coo; Ix!, l<aP, IYI'I<b", fl= 1, 2, ... }, a>O, b >0. 
The above consideration is similarly applied to any point (x, y) E Coo 

XCoo. Let us define a uniform topology of Coo xcoo, attaching the 
parallel transform of the fundamental neighborhood system of the origin 
to each point (x, y) of Coo X Coo. Then the concept of analytic continu
ation makes sense, since any holomorphic function defined in a neighbor
hood of a point in Coo X Coo has its unique Taylor expansion at any point 
of the domain where it is defined. Thus the concept of holomorphic func
tions can be established in Coo XCoo. 

-res, x, y), defined by (2.14), is a holomorphic function in this sense 
(cf. Theorem 2 and Proposition 4.2). 

4. The hierarchies of B type, C type and the multi-component hier
archy (cf. [5]). 

In [5] three types of versions of the Toda lattice hierarchy mentioned 
in Section 1 were discussed. The method of the present paper can be also 
applied to them with some slight modification. 

In order to deal with the hierarchies of Band C types, we have only 
to impose the additional conditions 

A(ool, A(O) E Sp( 00) (B type), A(ool, A(O) E 0(00) (C type). 

(As for the definition of Sp( 00) and 0(00), see [5]). 
The initial value problem for the multi-component Toda lattice hier

archy is solved the same way as the argument of the preceding sections, 
though we need more complicated discussions: We must replace each 
component of A (001, A(°l, etc.· .. by the corresponding matrix of size rXr, 
if we consider the r-component hierarchy. The factor at is then introduced 
by 

iE Z, 

where ai~) is the (i, i) block of A(O) = (am tJEZ with ai~) being a matrix of 
size r X r. Furthermore, in order to describe the solution, we need several 
"t' functions, just as we need for the multi-component KP hierarchy [7, 8]. 
Their expressions like (2.14) become more complicated. 
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